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ABSTRACT
Logs record system events and status, which help developers and system administrators diagnose run time errors, monitor running status and mine operation patterns [13, 23]. However, logs are complex and weakly linked, making it difficult to diagnose the causes of failures. While recent studies on log knowledge extraction focus on lifting entities from log messages for enriching a background knowledge graph (BKG), they do not involve knowledge reasoning for inferring implicit relations nor guarantee that the knowledge learned from log streams is consistent with the background knowledge. In this preliminary research paper, we present a log extraction approach to log knowledge graph (KG) construction. It includes a novel strategy that utilizes inference rules from a background knowledge graph to learn new triples and validate triples. Also, it implements a local to global strategy to perform reasoning on temporary log instance graphs (LIGs) then on the extended BKG, which significantly reduces query space. Finally we demonstrate the applicability of this approach by a use case in the context of root cause analysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Logs are a vital source of information for monitoring software systems’ running status and diagnosing faults. Traditional methods of fault diagnosis through logs require huge manual work from experts, which is not feasible for modern large-scale logs. Log analysis is a technique of deriving knowledge from log files [41]. It has been applied to a variety of applications such as anomaly detection [6, 22, 40], intrusion detection [5, 8, 15, 33], and root cause analysis [2, 19, 31, 42, 44].

Although logs contain valuable information, deriving knowledge from logs is different from classic information extraction against text: logs are weakly structured, vary in different formats and do not follow natural language grammar. Typical log analysis tasks start from template-based detection to parse useful information from logs [13]; then use data-mining algorithms to analyze or summarize patterns from events. However, these approaches do not represent events and their connections in formal knowledge representation nor do they consider other perspectives on data. Some recent studies have facilitated the integration of log information by linking knowledge extracted from logs [8] and aligning them with a background knowledge graph (BKG) [25, 26]. These approaches open up opportunities for downstream research and practice based on formal represented knowledge. For instance, it is possible to query the log KG and contextualize local event information. These approaches, however, only use the BKG as a target graph to align and merge new entities from logs, and do not leverage existing knowledge to infer implicit knowledge nor guarantee the quality of extracted knowledge.

Background knowledge, such as internal expert knowledge, architectural information and external knowledge [7, 8, 15], exists in real enterprise scenarios. For example, BKGs can be obtained by information extraction or exported from other data sources. Unlike existing works [7, 8, 15, 43] that only use BKGs to align and map new entities, our view of the background knowledge contains not only entities but also logical rules that describe the logical connections and constraints between modules. In our work, new triples are learned from the KG by rule inference and validated by constraints from background knowledge. Only valid triples will be included in the enriched KG.

To this end, we developed a system (LEKG) that extracts and learns knowledge from logs. To keep the reasoning in manageable query space, we designed a local to global strategy to infer triples in Section 3. We first construct temporary LIGs based on groups of logs having specific features, then perform reasoning against each LIG for inferring relations between log instance entities. After merging triples from LIGs into the BKG, we perform reasoning on this global BKG to infer implicit relations. Then we apply constraint-based triple validation on new triples. Finally, we describe a use case that uses the LEKG for root cause analysis in Section 4. The contributions of this work are summarized as below: (i) A novel strategy to extract knowledge from large volumes of logs; (ii) A system, called LEKG, to integrate extraction, rule-based relation linking, constraint-based validation; (iii) A use case that applies LEKG to root cause analysis.
2 RELATED WORK

Typical log analysis tasks are designed to solve specific problems and do not learn general knowledge that has an insight into how software systems operate. Among these approaches, log representation in graphs has attracted recent research interest. Various graph-based approaches have been proposed in the literature, covering applications such as query log analysis [9], cybersecurity [3], anomaly detection [5, 32], root cause analysis [2], business process analysis [4]. These approaches focus on resolving problems by graph-theoretical methods, and do not aim to extract general knowledge from log data. Recent studies [7, 8] aimed at semantic lifting of general log data. These works involve not only a huge number of logs but also existing background knowledge. They rely on log parsing tools [43] to obtain event templates and then merge the lifted entities to a BKG by mapping and aligning based on similar vocabulary and common identifiers. Although these studies have similar purpose to us, they do not use the BKG to infer implicit relations nor validate the extracted knowledge. Kiesling et al. [15] builds a system to integrate newly available structured data from public sources into a cybersecurity KG, which involves acquisition, extraction, lifting, linking, and validation steps. Its validation is to make sure the necessary properties lifted from logs are included for each generated individual. However, the approach only checks if a reference entity exist, rather than checking logical or semantic consistencies of the extracted knowledge.

3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Problem Definition

The combination of background knowledge and a huge number of logs is a typical scenario in information technology companies. Hence we formulate our research problem as follows.

Definition 3.1 (Aim of Research). Given a BKG \( G_B \), a set of logs in their original format \( L \) and a log theory \( \tau = R^{\text{positive}} \cup R^{\text{negative}} \), where \( R^{\text{positive}} \) are positive rules that infer new triples and \( R^{\text{negative}} \) are negative rules that are constraints for validation, the task is to update \( BKG \) by extracting knowledge from \( L \) to enrich \( G_B \).

3.2 Solution

The overall structure of our system is illustrated in Figure 1.

We construct a BKG by applying classic information extraction techniques, such as semantic parsing of technical manuals to produce a set of high-level conceptual triples. The automated log parsing converts free text to structured information. However, the parsed items usually only have vague categories; entities and events may hide in the body of parsed items. Hence, we combine Named Entity Recognition (NER)\(^1\) and templates to identify entities from log messages. By training a domain-specific NER model, we identify and label the entities based on their semantic context. The entity labels are assigned to entities as RDF types and contribute to relation linking in downstream steps.

Instead of simply merging entities to BKG, we use Horn rules to infer relations. A Horn rule is a disjunction of atoms with at most one unnegated atom. In the implication form, they have the following format: \( A_1 \land A_2 \land \ldots \land A_n \rightarrow B \), where \( A_1 \land A_2 \land \ldots \land A_n \) is the body of the rule and \( B \) is the head. A positive rule has an atom as its head, while a negative rule has the head \( \bot \). Thus, a negative rule is in the form of \( A_1 \land A_2 \land \ldots \land A_n \rightarrow \bot \). Positive Horn rules can help to generate new triples, and negative rules can help to identify contradicting triples [1, 24].

In the real world, the knowledge grows as logs come on stream; as a result, reasoning [27, 28] cover a whole KG is more and more resource consuming over time. To this end, we apply a local to global strategy for inferring relations. Firstly, we aggregate logs by their source components. We believe the logs from the same source have more clustered interactions between them. Secondly, we construct LIGs using entities identified in aggregated log groups, after which rule inference over \( R_{local} \) is applied to each LIG. Then, the entities and triples are learned from each LIG locally.

Definition 3.2 (Local Reasoning). Given a set of logs \( L \) divided into \( n \) groups \( g_1, \ldots, g_n \) of logs based on their sources, where \( g_i (1 \leq i \leq n) \) is a group of logs from the same source, a subset \( R_{local} \subseteq R^{\text{positive}} \) of local positive rules, a function \( f_B \) extracting a LIG from \( g_i \in L \), and the entailment closure operation \( Cn \). The set of local logical consequences \( T_{gi} \), each of which can be computed as follows.

\[
T_{gi} = Cn(f_B(g_i) \cup R_{local}) \tag{1}
\]

Entities from different LIGs may have potential relationships, but are not linked within each local reasoning process. Hence, we apply reasoning with \( R_{global} \) against the whole extended BKG to infer implicit relations for all entities.

Definition 3.3 (Global Reasoning). Given an original BKG \( G_B \), local consequences \( T_{gi}, s \), a subset \( R_{global} \subseteq R^{\text{positive}} \), and the entailment closure operation \( Cn \). The extended BKG \( G'_B \) is computed as follows.

\[
G'_B = Cn(G_B \cup \{T_{gi} | 1 \leq i \leq n\} \cup R_{global}) \tag{2}
\]

Although we perform relation linking by rules, there is no guarantee that these Horn rules are sound. Even if rules are sound for the current system, the conditions may change while the system evolves. Thus we validate new triples by a set of constraints and the triples that do not pass the validation are called negative triples. The triples from the input graphs \( G_B \) are not negative because \( G_B \) is from the last version and have passed its validation.

Definition 3.4 (Validation). The set of negative triples \( N_{\text{triples}} \) are ones involved in any proof of false \( \bot \) in the extended graphs \( G'_B \) but which do not occur in the input \( G_B \). Here \( T = G'_B \cup R_{global} \cup R^{\text{negative}} \) and \( T \vdash \pi \bot \) means that \( \pi \) is a proof of \( \bot \) in \( T \).

\[
N_{\text{triples}} = \{ (r(s, o)) \exists \pi. (r(s, o) \vDash (\pi, G_B) \land T \vdash \pi \bot) \} \tag{3}
\]

\(^1\)https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Named-entity_recognition
where function \( \bar{e}(\pi, G_B) \) returns the last incoming triple \( r(s, o) \) that completes the proof \( \pi \) and \( r(s, o) \notin G_B \).

The new version of graph \( G \) is output after filtering out \( N_{\text{triples}} \).

**Definition 3.5 (Filter).** The final KG \( G \) is computed by removing negative triples \( N_{\text{triples}} \) from the extended graphs \( G'_B \).

\[
G = G'_B \setminus N_{\text{triples}}
\]  
(4)

### 3.3 Implementation

#### 3.3.1 Entity Extraction

Instead of purely relying on templates, we combine the template-based approach and the NER approach to identify and label entities from log messages. Because raw log messages are usually unstructured and contain a lot of sub-words, acronyms and terminologies, we cannot leverage general pre-trained language models to tokenize and transform the raw log messages into vectors for NER. Hence we first generate a log text corpus by log parsing and learn character-level representation for log messages via FastText\(^3\). The word vector generated through FastText via N-Gram technique holds extra information about sub-words. We annotate the log corpus using entities from BKG and use the spaCy\(^4\) toolkit to train its NER model. We combine Regex-based NER with the trainable NER model, because some entities like IP addresses are more suitable to be identified by Regex. The NER is context-aware, so that it has the ability to apply both exact matches and fuzzy matches. If no existing entity is found in BKG, we create a new entity and assign rdf:type as its label.

#### 3.3.2 LIG Construction

We generate two types of graphs, one is the BKG, and the other is the LIGs. Initially the BKG holds concept level triples that are learned from technical manuals and converted from expert knowledge. The LIGs are temporary graphs consisting of entities identified from groups of logs. Triples learned from LIGs will be fused to the BKG, then the LIGs will be deleted.

To construct the LIGs, we firstly group the logs by multiple fixed columns like containers and components, which are the source of logs. In each individual log group, the entities are identified and divided into two sets, one is of self-contained entities identified in the grouping keys, another is of entities identified in the variable log messages and we are not sure if they belong to the source components. Each entity is assigned RDF type properties by its NER label and an additional class SELFCONTAINED indicating whether it is identified from the source components. For example, given this log from a service-oriented system:

```
[ERROR][2021-10-07 20:48:15.347 +08:00][197.28.1.23][Session-database-container-0se45][UserExecSvc-098]:
"Failed to request UserDomainSvc-034, unreachable"
```

Container instance entity Session-database-container-0se45 and service instance entity UserExecSvc-098 are the source container and source service that generate this log, and service instance entity UserDomainSvc-034 is likely an external entity that interacted with UserExecSvc-098.

We link entities within each LIG group. The positive rules for relation linking in LIGs are designed based on the entity classes. An example positive rule to infer relation host_service is:

```
Container(?s) ∧ Service(?o) ∧ SELFCONTAINED(?s) ∧ SELFCONTAINED(?o) → host_service(?s, ?o)
```

#### 3.3.3 Link Entities to BKG

Linking and aligning entities from LIGs to the BKG is a key step that facilitates the enrichment of the BKG. We cannot simply merge the triples from LIG to BKG, because they have different IRIs and the former have class such as SELFCONTAINED, that we would not like to include in the BKG. Different from typical entity linking task that aims to link text to entities in a KG, our entity linking module have two functions: 1) link entities from the LIGs to the BKG based on text and NER labels; 2) link instance entities from LIGs to corresponding concepts in the BKG.

For example, entity Session-database-container-0 is an instance of class Session-Database-Container. We would like to link instance entities with their concept entities, so that we can learn concept level triples from instance triples or link instance entities to each other based on their conceptual dependency. The entity linking module is a combination of SPARQL query \(^5\), ElasticSearch \(^6\) and character-level text similarity comparison. We implement the entity linking module to support case-insensitive, sub-word matching and context-aware, so that it has the ability to apply both exact matches and fuzzy matches. If no existing entity is found in BKG, we create a new entity and assign rdf:type as its label.

#### 3.3.4 Rule-based Relation Linking

We apply positive rules to infer new triples in both LIG and BKG. The rules for LIG and BKG are different. The former links entities in an LIG with explicit relations; while the latter infers implicit relations for both concept entities and instance entities.

We manually scripted such positive rules to involve domain knowledge in the BKG. This positive rule set could possibly be extended by rule mining tools such as AMIE \([10, 11, 16]\) and Rudik \([1, 24]\). We use the Pellet reasoner \([38]\) to infer triples. BKG reasoning happens after the set of LIG triples are merged into BKG.

#### 3.3.5 Triple Validation

Given a new triple \( r(s, o) \) and an example negative rule such as:

\[
r(?s, ?o) ∧ r′(?s, ?o) \rightarrow ⊥
\]

If \( r′(s, o) \) exists in BKG, then \( r(s, o) \) is invalid. Practically we parse the negative rule to an SPARQL query and check whether there exist any contradictions in the BKG against the new triple.

The negative rules are converted from BKG’s ontology or scripted manually to involve expert knowledge. There are different types of negative rules, such as class disjointness \( C_1(?) ∧ C_2(?) \rightarrow ⊥ \), relation restriction \( r(?, ?b) ∧ r(?b, ?a) \rightarrow ⊥ \) and rules that restrict the system’s behaviours: \( r1(?, b) ∧ r2(?a, ?c) \rightarrow ⊥ \).

### 4 USE CASE

We tested our proposed approach on an enterprise service-oriented network system. The service-oriented architecture breaks the system logic into different, small services where each one has a single task or responsibility. The services are hosted and executed inside containers such as Docker \(^6\). The different services communicate and cooperate with each other to provide the system functionality
as a whole. Our test data were logs exported from an enterprise operation and management platform. In practice, the local to global strategy reduces the reasoning query space. Since reasoning is segmented within a set of LIGs, only a subset of inference rules are applied to the whole BKG to infer implicit relations between entities from different LIGs. Also, the reasoning in LIGs can be performed in parallel to save execution time. Our use case demonstrated (1) how to learn knowledge from logs and (2) how the knowledge learned from logs facilitates root cause analysis.

4.1 Extracting Knowledge from Logs
A full set of log groups is too large to demonstrate in this paper, therefore we use a single log instance as an example and pretend it is a log group having only one log instance. The extraction process is illustrated in Figure 2. The process is described as below:

1. The NER identifies a list of entities from the log.
2. The entities and labels are converted into RDF triples as \{1, 2, 3\}. Three entities are linked to concepts in BKG: \{4, 5, 6\}. Two entities are assigned with rdf:type SELFCONTAINED as they are in fixed columns: \{7, 8\}. These triples compose an initial LIG.
3. Apply the set of positive rules on this LIG, and learn a set of triples as \{9, 10\}. The local rule R1 infers triple 9 and R2 infers triple 10.
4. Align and merge triples from LIG to the background graph. Extend the background graph with triples \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10\}.
5. Infer new triples based on all triples in the background graph. 0 is the triple from the initial background graph, \{5, 6, 9\} are from the above LIG, \{11, 12, 13, 14\} are from other LIGs.
6. New triple 15 is learned from the extended BKG, based on triples \{0, 5, 6, 9, 12, 14\} and rule R3.

After extraction and inference, we expand the BKG with a set of instance level triples \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10\} from the log and a triple 15 that connects two alarm instance entities.

4.2 Use the Log Knowledge Graph for Root Cause Analysis
The background knowledge now contains initial concept level triples and triples learned from a set of LIGs. In Figure 2, triples \{12, 13, 14, 15\} describes two alarm events, both related to the triples from our example LIG. The alarm events are reported to the operation and management platform, but administrators don’t know the causal relationship given the huge list of alarms reporting similar alarms on different containers and services. By applying R3 on the whole KG, we learned triple 16, showing the causal relation between two alarm instances.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper introduces a system LEKG for automated knowledge model construction from arbitrary log data. The proposed system extracts and learns triples from unstructured logs to construct a log KG based on a BKG. The key idea of this approach is to utilize Horn rules from background knowledge to infer additional triples and validate new triples. From the angle of practice, we proposed a local to global strategy for triple inference, which reduced reasoning query space. Finally, we demonstrate the knowledge extraction process and how it facilitates root cause analysis. A limitation evident from our experiment was the uncertain coverage of the rule set and the effort of preparing the rules. This limitation could be eased by rule-mining technologies to some extent \[1, 20, 36\]. The automatic rule-mining tools \[1, 10, 11, 16\] rely on a large set of examples. This improvement is not applicable from a cold start but can be arranged when the KG is expanded to a larger size. Usually the rules learned by automatic tools are not as concise as those scripted by experts. This problem can be tackled by the ABC \[18\] system, which has ability of repairing Horn rules based on an ABox with the minimal changes w.r.t. entrenchment scores \[17\]. In our future work, the triples that failed the validation will play an important role in revising rules and repairing KG with minimal changes. Furthermore, there might also a need to use some uncertainty \[37\] mechanisms, such as fuzzy extensions \[29, 30, 39\], possibilistic extensions \[34, 35\] or probabilistic extensions \[12, 21\], of knowledge graphs in the future. We also plan to look into Shape constraints \[14\].
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